
CS231 Instructor’s notes 2022

3 Functional model

Key terms: lambda zip map filter

Reading: A. M. Kuchling’s Functional Programming HOWTO7

Reading: Carlos Balderas’s Iterating With Python Lambdas8

Exercise: Use map and filter with lambda functions to identify the
users whose shell access is disabled in /etc/passwd.

Python encompasses all of procedural, object oriented, and functional pro-
gramming. Since many programmers know how to define functions without
programming functionally, we here devote some attention to this valuable
model. A wholly functional program has only one statement, and therefore
no loops or conditional blocks, which increase complexity and tend to intro-
duce bugs. You won’t need to write purely functional programs to benefit
from this structure.

Using ternary expressions, we can define conditional branches without using
whole statements:

print ( "No arguments" if len(sys.argv)<=1 else "Welcome!" )

Functions appear in places you might not already expect. Python syntax
implicitly refers to operations that are functions with English names. The
language’s basic operators actually mean operator.add(), operator.invert(),
operator.is_not(), and so on. Sort orders are defined by functions too:
sorted(dir(),key=len.

New anonymous functions can also be defined inline; the keyword to do so
is lambda:

cube = lambda x: x**3
print(cube(5))

Generally, data can be translated from one form to another; it can be
winnowed; and it can be summarized. Mappings, filtrations, and reductions
can solve many if not all problems. We have been doing these things all
along with explicit loops, which don’t exist in the functional paradigm.
Any comprehension can be rewritten in the form of a filter function and a
presentation function invoked by map() and filter().

A comprehension consists of a mapping with a possible filtration. A filtra-
tion function returns an iterable including perhaps fewer than all the input
elements; a mapping function returns some object for every element of an
iterable. Calling methods map and filter explicitly can make for a neater
program than nesting comprehensions. Because of the crucial importance
of the nested pairs of parentheses in this style, you may want to indent
their contents as a guide.

# Visualize the first multiples of three:
print(
*map(lambda n: '.'*n,
filter(lambda n: not bool(n%3),
range(10))),

sep=' ')

reduce, in the functools package, applies another function iteratively to col-
lapse a collection into a single value. Common specifications of reductions
(len(), max, any, in, etc.) are, of course, built-in.

This is not the only style of functional programming. Another paradigm
based on the Lo-Dash model is provided by the pydash library.9

7https://docs.python.org/3.5/howto/functional.html
8https://caisbalderas.com/blog/iterating-with-python-lambdas/
9https://pydash.readthedocs.io/en/latest/api.html
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